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Abstract
The paper presents the use of computer programming to solving typical
engineering problems. First of all, the basic information about the
computer programming ideology and types of computer programming
languages were outlined. Secondly, the Matlab environment that combines
computing, visualization and programming was described. In the final
part of the paper the author presented solution of the beam with
a uniformly distributed load problem by use of special computer program
prepared in Matlab language.

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer is a very useful tool in the engineer’s work. Thanks to the
computer technology, many of calculations and analyses can be done faster and
more efficiently. But sometimes computer software has some limitations.
The solution could be an appropriate use of computer programming.
Knowledge of programming allows to create unique and original software.
The programmer can develop program that will help analyze definite problem.
Today there are many programming languages, which help to make full use of
the computer.
The one of the programming languages is Matlab language. It is a part of
complex environment. In this article the use of this language to solve typical
engineering problem was presented.
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2. COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
2.1. Programming ideology
First computers in the world were built to perform concrete tasks.
These computers could realize only limited operation. Every change in the
process required modification of the machine. Therefore, the idea to
communicate with computer by means of special language understood by the
digital machines was raised [1].
But it is very difficult to understand machine language. The basic part of
computer – CPU (Central Processing Unit) – is built like an integrated circuit
and it reacts the incoming bit strings. Therefore, it is very uncomfortable to use
machine language. To solve this problem people invented symbolic
programming languages. It is method of translating words comprehensible
to people to words comprehensible to computer machines [1].
2.2. Programming languages
Programming techniques evolved in parallel with the development of
computer hardware. Today term “programming language” means language
which is compiled or interpreted to machine form and next executed by
processor [9].
Generally, there are two kinds of programming languages – low-level
programming languages and high-level programming languages.
The first group is characterized by syntax similar to the machine code.
Language is build with elementary instructions understanding for CPU.
One instruction is one elementary processor operation. The language of this
level includes machine code and Assembler [8].
The second group – high-level programming languages – is characterized by
the syntax, similar to human language. Programming code is understandable for
programmer, but it requires large commitment of CPU (Fig. 1) [8].
This group include many programming languages. The most popular are:
Fortran, Cobol, Logo, Basic, Pascal, Simula, C++, C#, Visual Basic, Delphi,
Phyton, PHP, SQL, HTML, Java [9, 8].
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Fig. 1. Visual Basic – high-level programming language
[source: own study]

An example of high-level language is also Matlab language, which is a part
of interactive environment. Matlab language has a lot of advantages. It helps to
solve many numerical, mathematical and engineering problems faster than
traditional languages – e.g. C++ or Java.

3. MATLAB ENVIRONMENT
Matlab is a software package which combines calculations, visualizations and
computer programming. This software is used in many areas e.g mathematical
calculation, numerical algorithms, simulation and modeling, engineering
graphics and other [10].
The basic element of Matlab environment is the matrix. Therefore, the
structure of the program allows to perform operation on vectors, scalars, real
matrixes [6]. Matlab does not require table structures declaration. The use of
two-dimensional dynamic matrix helps solving many technical problems, which
are described by means of matrixes or vectors. Matlab includes special libraries
(named “toolboxes”) to solve many specific problems (e.g. Optimization
Toolbox, Neural Network Toolbox [3]. It also allows to create own scripts and
functions. The name “MATLAB” comes from the words MATrix LABoratory [6].
3.1. Basic elements of Matlab
Matlab package consists of five basic elements:
- Matlab language – it is a high-level programming language, which allows
to create small programs and build advanced application. This language
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includes function, inputs, outputs services and objective projecting
elements.
- Matlab operating environment – it is a tool to manage variables
in workspace, m-files, application, data import and export.
- Graphic system – includes high-level function of making two- and three
dimensional graphs, image processing functions and allows to create
animations. In addition, the system allows to edit graphics and build
a graphical user interface.
- The library of mathematical functions – library that contains many
mathematical functions:
- basic functions (e.g. addition, trigonometric functions, complex
numbers functions),
- matrix functions (e.g. inverse matrix calculations),
- specialized mathematical function (e.g. Fast Fourier Transform,
Bassel functions).
- API interface – it is library for creating programs in C and Fortran
languages, which interact with programs written in Matlab language [3].
Work in Matlab may be twofold:
- direct – user work in typical working mode (in the form of "question –
answer") (Fig. 2),
- indirect – activities are implemented by means of programs and scripts
written in Matlab language. That helps to perform quick and efficient
calculations and results presentation.

Fig. 2. Direct mode in Matlab [soure: own study]
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3.2. Programming in Matlab
Matlab environment allows to create own programs and applications.
Computer programming in Matlab helps to use many functions and create
programs for solving many engineering problems. Matlab programming language is very clear and simple. It is very similar to the typical programming
languages – e.g. C languages.
Prepared codes can be saved in special m-file. This type of file can be
prepared and modified in many ways. M-file is a ASCII file with “*.m”
extension. Besides the sequence of commands, this type of file may include
references to other m-files or to itself. M-file can be script or function file.
Script files contain strings of commands. They operate on the variables included
in the workspace. The aim of the script files is to insert the data and save the
results. M-files with scripts can also include computational algorithms.
The second type of files are function files. They contain user-defined functions
and operate on local and global variables. Communication with the workspace
is via formal parameters and global variables. Function m-file should begin with
the key word „function”. Moreover, file should contain name of function and list
of input parameters [4].
In m-files it is able to use all of the Matlab methods and elements:
preparatory functions, arithmetic operations, vectors and matrix operations and
graphic functions. In the Matlab language we can use conditional statements
(“if – elseif – else – end” and “try – catch – end”), switch statement (“switch –
case – otherwise – end”) and iterative statement („while – end” and „for –
end”). Moreover, instructions “break” and “return” are available. It is very
important that the program is interactive. To realize this purpose user can use
input/output functions (Tab. 1). In Matlab language, should enter the name of the
variable to display the value of the variable.
Tab. 1. Input script functions [3]

Function
x=input(‘text’)
x=input(‘text’,‘s’)
pause
pause(n)

Description
display the text string;
waiting to enter a data and assign them the variable x
display the text string;
waiting to enter a string and assign it the variable x
stop script execution until the user presses any key
stop the script for n seconds
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4. BEAM WITH A UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD
Appropriate use of elements of Matlab language helps to analyze and solve
many engineering problems. An example can be analysis of beam with
a uniformly distributed load, which is a typical mechanical problem.
4.1. Analysis of the problem
The simply supported beam has a length of l. Value of uniformly distributed
load is q (Fig. 3). The height of rectangular cross-section of the beam is h and
width is b (Fig. 4). Draw the shear force and bending moment diagrams of this
beam. Calculate the deflection f and the angle of deflection Θ.

Fig 3. Considered beam [source: own study]

Fig. 4. Rectangular cross-section of the beam [source: own study]

The first part of this problem solve will be determinining the value of the
reactions at the supports. For this purpose, uniformly distributed load replaced
force Q = ql. Because this system is statically determinate, the reaction at the
supports are calculated by equations:
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where:
Σ Pix – sum of forces in x-axis,
Σ Piy – sum of forces in y-axis,
Σ MiA – sum of the bending moments relative to the support A,
RA – reaction at the support A,
RB – reaction at the support B,
Q – force on the value of ql,
l – length of the beam.
Based on the above equations, determined reaction at the support B:
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By creating a system of equations is determined reaction at the support A:
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where:
RA – reaction at the support A,
RB– reaction at the support B,
Q – force on the value of ql,
q – uniformly distributed load,
l – length of the beam.
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The next step will be to determine shear force and bending moment
at a distance x form the support A (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Shear force T and bending moment Mg [source: own study]

The value of the shear force are calculated from the following equation:
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where:
Σ Pix – sum of forces in x-axis,
Σ Piy – sum of forces in y-axis,
x – distance from the supports A,
q – uniformly distributed load,
l – length of the beam,
T – shear force.
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Graph of shear forces in the beam will be as follows:

Fig. 5. Graph of shear forces [source: own study]

Value of bending moment is determined on the basis of sum of bending
moments relative to the point C:
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where:
Σ MiC – sum of bending moments relative to the point C,
RA – reaction at the support A,
x – distance from the supports A,
q – uniformly distributed load,
l – length of the beam,
Mg – bending moment.
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Graph of bending moments in the beam will be as follows:

Fig. 6. Graph of bending moments [source: own study]

The deflection f and the angle of deflection Θ should also be calculated
through analysing considered problem (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Deflection f and the angle of deflection [source: own study]

These values are determined based on the differential equation:

EI

d2y
dx 2

where:
E – Young modulus,
I – moment of inertia,

d2y
– the Second Derivatives,
dx 2
Mg(x) – bending moment.
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After performing the necessary calculations (integrating the equation) the
deflection and the angle of deflection are determined at any point in beam:
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where:
E – Young modulus,
I – moment of inertia,

d2y
– the Second Derivatives,
dx 2
dy
– the First Derivatives,
dx
x – distance from the supports A,
y – deflection,
q – uniformly distributed load,
l – length of the beam,
C, D – constants of integration.
Use of the balance beam equations ( y( x
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constants of integration:
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Therefore, deflection and angle of deflection calculated on the basis of formulas:
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where:
f – deflection,
Θ – angle of deflection,
E – Young modulus,
I – moment of inertia,
x – distance from the supports A,
q – uniformly distributed load,
l – length of the beam.
Value of moment of inertia I depends on the cross-section of the beam.
Young modulus E has different value depends on the kind of material.
Presented analysis were based on publications [2, 5, 7]. The analysis above
is a mathematical model of the problem. This model can be very useful during
preparation of a computer program. Through using mathematical formulas in
common with making programming languages, programmer can develop useful
tool to analyze beam with a uniformly distributed load. The program made in
such a way helps analyzing several cases of this problem.
4.2. Developed program
The use of MathWorks Company environment allows to prepare computer
program which can be useful during analyze above issue. Prepared program was
written by use of Matlab and helps to thoroughly analyze the problem of beam
with a uniformly distributed load. Program running in direct mode – user see
question and next give an answer. User entered all of necessary values and next,
the computer program execute calculations.
After starting the program, the user is asked about the value of the
geometrical parameters of the beam – length, height, width, and moreover value
of the uniformly distributed load. Based on these variables the user gets
information about values of the reactions at the supports, shear forces, bending
moments, deflection and the angle of deflection.
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Fig. 8. Calculation of the shear forces [source: own study]

Source code begins function clear that deletes all of variables from memory
and function clc that clear workspace. Function format helps define accuracy
of the displayed results. The results of program work are exported to text file by
means of special function diary. All of displayed information are saved in the
file results.txt in the program directory. The input data is processed
to determinate searched values. During entering geometrical parameters
of considered beam user can use auxiliary schema of beam. Image is shown by
means of function imshow and loaded by means of function imread.
Function figure activates special window for auxiliary image.
Program include many conditions in its structure. This helps to avoid many
problems and errors. Conditions are achieve by if conditional statements.
Results are presented step by step. This is possible thanks to the pause function.
Function pause stopped program execution until user press any key on the
keyboard. Results displaying precedes function date that displays current date.
During the calculation function linspace is used. This function allows
to express length of beam as vector with predefined number of elements.
That helps to determine the value of shear force, bending moment and deflection
at different distances from the left support of the beam. Moreover, this function
is very useful while generate graphs by the program. Value of the shear force
and bending moment could be determinate at a particular point of the beam.
In the developed program the user define kind of material of the beam.
Switch conditional statements contains few option: steel, cast iron, aluminum,
copper, wood or concrete.
After the calculations, program generates the graphs. Graphs of the shear
force, bending moment and deflection are showed by means of function plot.
Graphs are shown in the special graphical window (activated by the command
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figure). The developed program allows summary graphs of the deflection of the
beams made of different materials (Fig. 9). This option helps to compare
different variants of the calculations. Moreover, the relationship between
deflection and beam material is presented on the graphs.

Fig. 9. Deflection of the beams made of different materials [source: own study]

In the end of the program user decide what program should do – run again
and make calculation for other data or exit the program. Function run starts
program from the beginning. Function quit close the program.

5. SUMMARY
Nowadays computer is used in many areas of life. It is also a necessary tool
in the engineer's work. Computer programming can be very useful in engineer
work too. Knowledge of programming allows to create own software and using
it to solve many problems. Specially dedicated software accelerates research.
There is a lot of programming languages, but Matlab language certainly stands
out. Simplicity and ease of this language make that Matlab language is using
in many areas. Presented problem is a one of the many, because engineer can
also create programs to analyze other issues – e.g. construction problems,
machining problems and many other.
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